279 Wairere Road, Waitakere
COUPLES COUNTRY RETREAT!
This magical lifestyle location in Waitakere Township could be your next destination! A private, quiet
setting along with inspiring rural views are the amazing qualities of this property. Set on 5,211 m2, this
footprint assures your privacy. Driving into the property, lush native bush & country gardens line the drive,
a scenic backdrop a photo moment. Positioned on the left the double garage & parking area, along with
a vegetable garden setup for growing your own produce.
The charismatic home enjoys front & rear outdoor entertaining decks. The renovated interior is your
dream come true, where an elegant, relaxing style is felt throughout. The heat-pump & beige plush carpet
adds total comfort. The modern crisp, white toned kitchen enjoys nature & garden views from its
windows, complete with a dishwasher, hob & under bench oven, you'll love cooking here. The lounge is
complimented by bifold doors that capture the amazing valley views & open onto the private entertaining
deck & into a quaint back lawn. A home office space is a clever design, along with storage cupboards
created throughout for the best utilisation of space. Also on this level, a lovely bedroom & a stylish
modern bathroom with earthy tones, complete with double vanity sinks & a luxury bath positioned to
overlook the stunning native bush & views. Upstairs the master (loft) bedroom, is generous in size, offers
a window seat to witness the glorious views.
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5,211 sqm

$749,000
ID# 11916102383

Yolanda Atkins
09 832 0082
027 561 8205

In the weekend enjoy Bethells Beach, local bushwalks, nearby Swanson & Kumeu for rail/cafes.
Westgate a short drive for m/w access & NorthWest Shopping Centre. Waitakere Primary, Kindy & RSA
just down the road. Its a dreamy abode complimented by country cottage gardens, views, stunning native
bush, attracting birdlife, sounds of nature & a rural paradise location you'll be proud to call home!
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This information has been supplied by the vendor or the vendor’s agents. We are merely passing over the information as supplied by the vendor or vendor’s agents. We cannot guarantee its accuracy and reliability
as we have not checked, audited or reviewed the information and all intending purchasers are advised to conduct their own due diligence investigation into the same. To the maximum extent permitted by the law
we do not accept any responsibility to any person for the accuracy of the information herein.

